Enjoy the excitement as Gladstone, Oregon transforms from quiet little settlement on the Clackamas River to national prominence as the permanent site of the largest Chautauqua in the western United States. Witness Ben Holladay’s dangerous railroad crossing of an uncontrollable river. Encamp with the first Oregon National Guard at Fort Compson in Gladstone Park. And, thrill to the oratory of William Jennings Bryan and Rev. Billy Sunday as they appear before crowds numbering well over 10,000.

Historic firsts, neighborhood fights, famous visitors, fairs, and more, this book covers Gladstone’s history from 1830-1930. Included are over 200 rare and vintage photos, some of which have never before been seen.

“Images of America - Gladstone” is available from the Gladstone Historical Society. Proceeds from the sales benefit the society in their endeavors to preserve and archive the history of Gladstone.